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struggles had on her three marriages and, subsequently, the
relationships with her children. She also talks candidly about her life in
the public eye as a member of the Kardashian clan, what led to her
decision to become Caitlyn, and how she, her family, the transgender
community, and the rest of the world has since embraced her new life.
Filled with incredibly personal and moving stories of struggle and
victory, of anxiety and fear, and, finally, of surrender and acceptance,
THE SECRETS OF MY LIFE reveals the real Caitlyn Jenner by tracing
her long and eventful journey to becoming herself.
3 Nights in August - Buzz Bissinger 2006-04-04
This inside view with the Cardinals’ Tony La Russa by the #1 New York
Times–bestselling author of Friday Night Lights “should appeal to any
baseball fan” (Publishers Weekly). A Chicago Tribune Best Book of the
Year “Plenty of books have taken us inside baseball, but August takes us
directly inside players’ heads.” —Entertainment Weekly 3 Nights in
August captures the strategic and emotional complexities of baseball’s
quintessential form: the three-game series. As the St. Louis Cardinals
battle their archrival, the Chicago Cubs, we watch from the dugout
through the eyes of legendary Tony La Russa, considered by many to be
the greatest manager of the modern era. In his thirty-three years of
managing, La Russa won three World Series titles and was named
Manager of the Year a record five times. He now stands as the thirdwinningest manager in the history of baseball. A great leader, La Russa
built his success on the conviction that ball games are won not only by
the numbers but also by the hearts and minds of those who play.
Drawing on unprecedented access to a major league skipper and his
team, Buzz Bissinger portrays baseball with a revelatory intimacy that
offers many surprisingly tactical insights—and furthers the debate on
major league managerial style and strategy in his provocative afterword.
“Superb . . . Will be devoured by hard-core strategists.” —The New York
Times Book Review
Fair Ball - Bob Costas 2001-11-15
From his perspective as a journalist and a true fan, Bob Costas, NBC's
award-winning broadcaster, shares his views on the forces that are
diminishing the appeal of Major League Baseball and proposes realistic
changes that can be made to protect and promote the game's best
interests. In this cogent--and provocative--book, Costas examines the
growing financial disparities that have resulted in nearly two-thirds of
the teams in Major League Baseball having virtually no chance of
contending for the World Series. He argues that those who run baseball
have missed the crucial difference between mere change and real
progress. And he presents a withering critique of the positions of both
the owners and players while providing insights on the wild-card system,
the designated-hitter rule, and interleague play. Costas answers each
problem he cites with an achievable strategy for restoring genuine
competition and rescuing fans from the forces that have diluted the
sheer joy of the game. Balanced by Costas's unbridled appreciation for
what he calls the "moments of authenticity" that can still make baseball
inspiring, Fair Ball offers a vision of our national pastime as it can be, a
game that retains its traditional appeal while initiating meaningful
changes that will allow it to thrive into the next century.
LeBron's Dream Team - LeBron James 2010-04-27
The DREAM TEAM was a bunch of kids from Akron, Ohio-LeBron James
and his best friends-who first met on a youth basketball team of the same
name when they were ten and eleven years old. United by their love of
the game and their yearning for companionship, they quickly forged a
bond which would carry them through thick and thin (a lot of thin) and,
at last, to the brink of a national championship. They were a motley
group who faced challenges all too typical of inner-city America. LeBron
grew up without a father and had moved with his mother more than a
dozen times by the age of 10. Willie McGee, the quiet one, had left both
his parents behind in Chicago to be raised by his older brother in Akron.
Dru Joyce was outspoken, and his dad, who was ever-present, would end

Fantasyland - Sam Walker 2006
Recounts the author's experiences with playing a season of fantasy
baseball against a host of armchair contenders, during which he
researched the activity's popularity as well as the factors that contribute
to winning fantasy teams.
The Three Battles of Wanat
- Mark Bowden 2016-01-05
From the #1 New York Times–bestselling author of Black Hawk Down: “a
first-rate collection” of long-form journalism on war, sports, politics, and
more (Booklist). Mark Bowden has established himself as one of
America’s leading journalists and nonfiction writers. The Three Battles of
Wanat collects the best of his long-form articles, including pieces from
the Atlantic, Vanity Fair, the New Yorker, and the Philadelphia Inquirer.
The titular article delves into one of the bloodiest days of the War in
Afghanistan and the years-long fallout it generated within the United
States military. In “The Killing Machines,” Bowden examines the
strategic, legal, and moral issues surrounding armed drones. And in a
brilliant piece on Kim Jong-un called “The Bright Sun of Juche,” he
recalibrates our understanding of the world’s youngest and most baffling
dictator. Also included are profiles of newspaper scion Arthur
Sulzberger; renowned defense attorney and anti-death-penalty activist
Judy Clarke; professional gambler Don Johnson, who won six million
dollars in a single night playing blackjack; and David Simon, the creator
of the legendary HBO series The Wire. “Mark Bowden marshals his finest
for The Three Battles of Wanat.” —Vanity Fair
The Classic Mantle - Buzz Bissinger 2012-10-15
In The Classic Mantle, acclaimed sportswriter Buzz Bissinger tells the
story of Mickey Mantle's unforgettable career. Mantle has long been
considered one of baseball's most memorable figures--playing his entire
18-year baseball career for the New York Yankees (1951-68), winning 3
American League MVP titles, playing in 20 All-Star games, and winning 7
World Series. Today, more than 40 years after his retirement, he still
holds 6 World Series records, including most home runs (18). Bissinger
goes beyond the statistics to bring Mantle to life, and stunning
photographs by Marvin E. Newman make this book a fitting tribute to
Mantle's career and his lasting impact on the sport of baseball.
Shooting Stars - LeBron James 2009
A leading NBA star and the Pulitzer Prize-winning author of Friday Night
Lights present the story of James's inner-city Ohio youth basketball team
on which players overcame challenging hardships to qualify for a
national championship while learning key lessons about teamwork.
The Secrets of My Life - Caitlyn Jenner 2017-04-25
In this remarkable memoir former Olympian and Kardashian family
member Caitlyn Jenner reveals shocking and heartbreaking stories from
her journey to become a transgender woman and fight for the LGBTQ+
community. "Imagine denying your core and soul. Then add to it the most
impossible expectations that people have for you because you are the
personification of The American Male Athlete." Bruce Jenner, the
celebrated Olympic icon and later the patriarch of one of the most
famous families in the world, seemed to be living a dream life of success,
fame, and prosperity. But the all-American image and million-dollar smile
belied a lifelong struggle with gender dysphoria, and it wasn't until the
sensational Diane Sawyer interview that the public mask of Bruce Jenner
was finally retired, and through the memorable Vanity Fair piece by Buzz
Bissinger, that Caitlyn Jenner was introduced to the world and set free to
exist on her own terms. Since then, Caitlyn has undertaken an arduous
emotional and physical odyssey to achieve the completeness she always
felt was missing. In THE SECRETS OF MY LIFE, Caitlyn reflects on the
inner conflict she experienced growing up in an era of rigidly defined
gender identities, and the cruel irony of being hailed by an entire nation
as the ultimate symbol of manhood. She recounts her Olympic triumph,
her rise to fame, and relates how her sense of frustration and shame
grew with the passing years and the lengths to which she had to go to
conceal her true self. Caitlyn in turn uncovers the toll that these personal
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up coaching all five of the boys in high school. Sian Cotton, who also
played football, was the happy-go-lucky enforcer, while Romeo Travis
was unhappy, bitter, even surly, until he finally opened himself up to the
bond his team mates offered. In the summer after seventh grade, the
DREAM TEAM tasted glory when they qualified for a national
championship tournament in Memphis. But they lost their focus, and had
to go home early. They promised each other they would stay together
and do whatever it took to win a national title. They had no idea how
hard it would be to pursue that promise. In the years that followed, they
would endure jealousy, hostility, exploitation, resentment from the black
community (because they went to a "white" high school), and the
consequence of their own over-confidence. Not least, they would all have
to wrestle with LeBron's outsize success, which brought too much
attention and even a whiff of scandal their way. But together these five
boys became men as they sought a national championship.
Father's Day - Buzz Bissinger 2012
The author recounts a father-son road trip during which he gained
insight into the worldviews, challenges, and talents of his socially
challenged savant son, Zach.
Stranger to the Game - Bob Gibson 1996
Hall of Fame pitcher Bob Gibson has always been one of baseball's most
uncompromising stars. Gibson's no-holds-barred autobiography recounts
the story of his life, from barnstorming around the segregated South with
Willie Mays' black all stars to his astonishing later career as a three-time
World Series winner and one of the game's all-time greatest players.
Yogi - Jon Pessah 2020-04-14
Discover the definitive biography of Yogi Berra, the New York Yankees
icon, winner of 10 World Series championships, and the most-quoted
player in baseball history. Lawrence "Yogi" Berra was never supposed to
become a major league ballplayer. That's what his immigrant father told
him. That's what Branch Rickey told him, too—right to Berra's face, in
fact. Even the lowly St. Louis Browns of his youth said he'd never make it
in the big leagues. Yet baseball was his lifeblood. It was the only thing he
ever cared about. Heck, it was the only thing he ever thought about.
Berra couldn't allow a constant stream of ridicule about his appearance,
taunts about his speech, and scorn about his perceived lack of
intelligence to keep him from becoming one of the best to ever play the
game—at a position requiring the very skills he was told he did not have.
Drawing on more than one hundred interviews and four years of
reporting, Jon Pessah delivers a transformational portrait of how Berra
handled his hard-earned success—on and off the playing field—as well as
his failures; how the man who insisted "I really didn't say everything I
said!" nonetheless shaped decades of America's culture; and how Berra's
humility and grace redefined what it truly means to be a star.
Overshadowed on the field by Joe DiMaggio early in his career and later
by a youthful Mickey Mantle, Berra emerges as not only the best loved
Yankee but one of the most appealingly simple, innately complex, and
universally admired men in all of America.
Friday Night Lights, 25th Anniversary Edition - H.G. Bissinger
2015-08-11
Return once again to the timeless account of the Permian Panthers of
Odessa--the winningest high-school football team in Texas history.
Odessa is not known to be a town big on dreams, but the Panthers help
keep the hopes and dreams of this small, dusty town going. Socially and
racially divided, its fragile economy follows the treacherous boom-bust
path of the oil business. In bad times, the unemployment rate barrels out
of control; in good times, its murder rate skyrockets. But every Friday
night from September to December, when the Permian High School
Panthers play football, this West Texas town becomes a place where
dreams can come true. With frankness and compassion, H. G. Bissinger
chronicles a season in the life of Odessa and shows how single-minded
devotion to the team shapes the community and inspires--and sometimes
shatters--the teenagers who wear the Panthers' uniforms.
A Prayer for the City - Buzz Bissinger 2015-04-15
From the Pulitzer Prize-winning author of Friday Night Lights, the heartwrenching and hilarious true story of an American city on its knees and a
man who will do anything to save it. A Prayer for the City is acclaimed
journalist Buzz Bissinger's true epic of Philadelphia mayor Ed Rendell, an
utterly unique, unorthodox, and idiosyncratic leader willing to go to any
length for the sake of his city: take unions head on, personally lobby
President Clinton to save 10,000 defense jobs, or wrestle Smiley the Pig
on Hot Dog Day—all the while bearing in mind the eternal fickleness of
constituents whose favor may hinge on a missed garbage pick-up or an
overzealous meter maid. It is also the story of citizens in crisis: a woman
fighting ceaselessly to give her great-grandchildren a better life, a father
3-nights-in-august-buzz-bissinger

of six who may lose his job at the Navy Shipyard, and a policy analyst
whose experiences as a crime victim tempt her to abandon her job and
ideals. "Fascinating, humane" (The New Yorker) and alive with detail and
insight, A Prayer for the City describes the rare combination of political
courage and optimism that may be the only hope for America's urban
centers.
Just Tell Me I Can't - Jamie Moyer 2013-09-10
Long-time fans of the National Pastime have known Moyer's name for
more than 25 years. That's because he's been pitching in the bigs for all
those years. With his trademark three pitches - slow, slower, and slowest
- the left-handed Moyer is a pinpoint specialist whose won-lost record
actually got better as he got older -- from his 20s to his 30s and into 40s.
He's only a few wins shy of 300 for his amazing career. But this is where
the book takes an unusual turn. Moyer was just about finished as a big
leaguer in his mid-20s until he fatefully encountered a gravel-voiced,
highly confrontational sports psychologist named Harvey Dorfman.
Listening to the "in-your-face" insights of Dorfman, Moyer began to reinvent himself and reconstruct his approach to his game. Moyer went on
to become an All-Star and also a World Series champion. Yogi Berra once
observed that "Half of this game is 90% mental." And Moyer's memoir
proves it.
A Pitcher's Story - Roger Angell 2008-12-14
Baseballs best writer offers an extraordinarily candid and thorough
exploration of the inner craft of pitching from one of the games best,
David Cone.There is no big league pitcher who is more respected for his
skill than David Cone. In his stellar career Cone has won multiple
championships andcountless professional accolades. Along the way, the
perennial all-star has had to adjust to five different ballclubs, recover
from a career-threatening arm aneurysm, cope with the lofty
expectations that are standard for the games highest paid players, and
overcome a humbling three-month, eight-game losing streak in the
summer of 2000. Cone granted exclusive and unlimited access to
baseballs most respected writerRoger Angell of The New Yorker. The
result is just what baseball fans everywhere would expect from Angell:
an extraordinary inside account of a superstar.
A False Spring
- Pat Jordan 2016-04-19
“One of the best and truest books about baseball, and about coming to
maturity in America.” —Time In the late 1950s, acclaimed sportswriter
Pat Jordan was a young pitching phenom, blowing away opposing batters
for his Fairfield, Connecticut, high school baseball team. Fifteen major
league clubs offered him a contract, but it was the Milwaukee Braves
who won out, signing Jordan to a $45,000 bonus—one of the largest paid
to any new player by the organization—and shipping him off to McCook,
Nebraska, to play for their Class D ball club. It did not take long,
however, for Jordan to realize he was out of his depth in professional
baseball’s backwoods. He battled with inconsistency and a lack of control
for three dismal seasons in such far-flung locales as Keokuk, Iowa, and
Palatka, Florida, before the Braves released him and he gave up his
dreams of big league greatness. Declared “unforgettable” by the Los
Angeles Times and “a major triumph” by the Philadelphia Inquirer, A
False Spring is a powerful and deeply affecting memoir about the gift of
athletic talent and the heartbreak of unfulfilled promise.
Father's Day - Buzz Bissinger 2013
The author recounts a father-son road trip during which he gained
insight into the worldviews, challenges, and talents of his socially
challenged savant son, Zach.
The Classic Mantle - Buzz Bissinger 2012-10-15
Filled with stunning photos, this book by the #1 New York
Times–bestselling sportswriter tells the story of Mickey Mantle’s
legendary career. Mickey Mantle has long been considered one of
baseball's most memorable figures—playing his entire eighteen-year
baseball career for the New York Yankees (1951-68), winning three
American League MVP titles, playing in twenty All-Star games, and
winning seven World Series. Today, decades after his retirement, he still
holds six World Series records, including most home runs (18). Buzz
Bissinger, Pulitzer Prize winner and acclaimed author of Friday Night
Lights and Three Nights in August, goes beyond the statistics to bring
Mantle to life, and striking photographs by Marvin E. Newman make this
book a fitting tribute to Mantle’s career and his lasting impact on the
sport of baseball.
One Day at Fenway - Steve Kettmann 2004-08-31
Saturday, August 30, 2003 -- Yankees versus Red Sox, Fenway Park. Not
just a special day in a great rivalry but also a unique one in the long
tradition of baseball writing. For on that day, Steve Kettmann worked
with a team of top reporters to chronicle everything that happened, from
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the point of view of everyone involved. So here are Red Sox owner John
Henry and CEO Larry Lucchino, privately second-guessing Grady Little's
managing moves during the game; here is Joe Torre, the Yankees
skipper, worrying on the bench about his closer, Mariano Rivera, who
can't find home plate; here's Theo Epstein, Red Sox General Manager,
playing guitar until his fingers bleed the night before the game; here's
Hideki Matsui, Yankees slugger, surprised that no Japanese reporters
turn up to greet him at the ballpark; and here's Bill Mueller, Red Sox
third baseman, driving to the game, hoping he can get a hit to help
Boston win. But it's not just the famous voices we hear. Let One Day at
Fenway introduce you to Theo Gordon, who's told his girlfriend, Jane
Baxter, forty-five lies, and watch as Marty Martin does what all good Red
Sox fans should do, only to find himself thrown out of the ballpark. Taken
together, these and a myriad of other voices reveal a day in the life of
baseball unlike ever before, showing in this unique project the human
side to America's pastime.
Belichick- Ian O'Connor 2018-09-25
A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The definitive biography of the NFL's
most enigmatic, controversial, and yet successful coach Bill Belichick is
perhaps the most fascinating figure in the NFL--the infamously dour face
of one of the winningest franchises in sports. As head coach of the New
England Patriots, he's led the team to five Super Bowl championship
trophies. In this revelatory and robust biography, readers will come to
understand and see Belichick's full life in football, from watching college
games as a kid with his father, a Naval Academy scout, to orchestrating
two Super Bowl-winning game plans as defensive coordinator for the
Giants, to his dramatic leap to New England, where he has made history.
Award-winning columnist and New York Times best-selling author Ian
O'Connor delves into the mind of the man who has earned a place among
coaching legends like Lombardi, Halas, and Paul Brown, presenting sides
of Belichick that have been previously unexplored. O'Connor discovers
how this legendary coach shaped the people he met and worked with in
ways perhaps even Belichick himself doesn't know. Those who follow and
love pro football know Bill Belichick only as the hooded genius of the
Patriots. But there is so much more--from the hidden tensions and deep
layers to his relationship with Tom Brady to his sometimes frosty
dealings with owner Robert Kraft to his ability to earn the unmitigated
respect of his players--if not their affection. This is a man who has many
facets and, ultimately, has created a notorious football dynasty. Based on
exhaustive research and countless interviews, this book circles around
Belichick to tell his full story for the first time, and presents an incisive
portrait of a mastermind at work.
Home Field - Jeff Wilson 2010-09-01
Contains 83 numbered photos of high school football stadiums, most on
two-page spreads.
Tony La Russa - Rob Rains 2011-03-01
Discusses the life and controversial career of Major League Baseball
coach Tony La Russa. Reprint.
The Historian - Elizabeth Kostova 2005-06-01
The record-breaking phenomenon from Elizabeth Kostova is a celebrated
masterpiece that "refashioned the vampire myth into a compelling
contemporary novel, a late-night page-turner" (San Francisco Chronicle).
Breathtakingly suspenseful and beautifully written, The Historian is the
story of a young woman plunged into a labyrinth where the secrets of her
family’s past connect to an inconceivable evil: the dark fifteenth-century
reign of Vlad the Impaler and a time-defying pact that may have kept his
awful work alive through the ages. The search for the truth becomes an
adventure of monumental proportions, taking us from monasteries and
dusty libraries to the capitals of Eastern Europe—in a feat of storytelling
so rich, so hypnotic, so exciting that it has enthralled readers around the
world. “Part thriller, part history, part romance...Kostova has a keen
sense of storytelling and she has a marvelous tale to tell.” —Baltimore
Sun
Moneyball (Movie Tie-in Edition) (Movie Tie-in Editions) - Michael
Lewis 2011-08-22
Explains how Billy Beene, the general manager of the Oakland Athletics,
is using a new kind of thinking to build a successful and winning baseball
team without spending enormous sums of money.
Dilettante
- Dana Brown 2022-03-22
A witty, insightful, and delightfully snarky blend of pop culture meets
memoir meets real-life Devil Wears Prada as readers learn the stories
behind twenty-five years at Vanity Fair from the magazine’s former
deputy editor “Dilettante offers the best seat in the house into the
workings of one of the great cultural institutions of our time.”—Buzz
Bissinger, New York Times bestselling author of Friday Night Lights
3-nights-in-august-buzz-bissinger

Dana Brown was a twenty-one-year-old college dropout playing in punk
bands and partying his way through downtown New York’s early-nineties
milieu when he first encountered Graydon Carter, the legendary editor of
Vanity Fair. After the two had a handful of brief interactions (mostly with
Brown in the role of cater waiter at Carter’s famous cultural salons he
hosted at his home), Carter saw what he believed to be Brown’s
untapped potential, and on a whim, hired him as his assistant. Brown
instantly became a trusted confidante and witness to all of the biggest
parties, blowups, and takedowns. From inside the famed Vanity Fair
Oscar parties to the emerging world of the tech elite, Brown’s job offered
him access to some of the most exclusive gatherings and powerful people
in the world, and the chance to learn in real time what exactly a
magazine editor does—all while trying to stay sober enough from the
required party scene attendance to get the job done. Against all odds, he
rose up the ranks to eventually become the magazine’s deputy editor,
spending a quarter century curating tastes at one of the most storied
cultural shops ever assembled. Dilettante reveals Brown’s most
memorable moments from the halcyon days of the magazine business,
explores his own journey as an unpedigreed outsider to established
editor, and shares glimpses of some of the famous and infamous stories
(and people) that tracked the magazine’s extraordinary run all keenly
observed by Brown. He recounts tales from the trenches, including
encounters with everyone from Anna Wintour, Lee Radziwill, and Condé
Nast owner Si Newhouse, to Seth Rogen, Caitlyn Jenner, and acclaimed
journalists Dominick Dunne and Christopher Hitchens. Written with
equal parts affection, cultural exploration, and nostalgia, Dilettante is a
defining story within that most magical time and place in the culture of
media. It is also a highly readable memoir that skillfully delivers a
universal coming-of-age story about growing up and finding your place in
the world.
Three Nights in August
- H. G. Bissinger 2006
The Pulitzer Prize-winning author of Friday Nights Lights chronicles a
three-game series between baseball rivals Cardinals and Cubs, focusing
particular attention on the stars of the game, Albert Pujols, Sammy Sosa,
Mark Prior, and Scott Rolen. Reprint.
Gridiron Genius - Michael Lombardi 2019-09-24
NOW IN PAPERBACK: Former NFL general manager and three-time
Super Bowl winner Michael Lombardi reveals what makes football
organizations tick at the championship level. From personnel to practice
to game-day decisions that win titles, Lombardi shares what he learned
working with coaching legends Bill Walsh of the 49ers, Al Davis of the
Raiders, and Bill Belichick of the Patriots, among others, during his three
decades in football. Why do some NFL franchises dominate year after
year while others never crack the code of success? For 30 years Michael
Lombardi had a front-row seat and full access as three titans--Bill Walsh,
Al Davis, and Bill Belichick-- reinvented the game, turning it into a
national obsession while piling up Super Bowl trophies. Now, in Gridiron
Genius, Lombardi provides the blueprint that makes a successful
organization click and win--and the mistakes unsuccessful organizations
make that keep them on the losing side time and again. In reality, very
few coaches understand the philosophies, attention to detail, and
massive commitment that defined NFL juggernauts like the 49ers and
the Patriots. The best organizations are not just employing players, they
are building something bigger. Gridiron Genius will explain how the best
leaders evaluate, acquire, and utilize personnel in ways other
professional minds, football and otherwise, won't even contemplate. How
do you know when to trade a player? How do you create a positive
atmosphere when everyone is out to maximize his own paycheck? And
why is the tight end like the knight on a chessboard? To some, game
planning consists only of designing an attack for the next opponent. But
Lombardi explains how the smartest leaders script everything: from an
afternoon's special teams practice to a season's playoff run to a decadelong organizational blueprint. Readers will delight in the Lombardi tour
of an NFL weekend, including what really goes on during the game on
and off the field and inside the headset. First stop: Belichick's Saturdaynight staff meeting, where he announces how the game will go the next
day. Spoiler alert: He always nails it. Football dynasties are built through
massive attention to detail and unwavering commitment. From how to
build a team to how to watch a game to how to understand the essential
qualities of great leaders, Gridiron Genius gives football fans the
knowledge needed to be the smartest person in the room every Sunday.
The Cost of These Dreams - Wright Thompson 2019-04-02
The instant New York Times bestseller! From one of America's most
beloved sportswriters and the bestselling author of Pappyland, a
collection of true stories about the dream of greatness and its cost in the
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world of sports. "Wright Thompson's stories are so full of rich characters,
bad actors, heroes, drama, suffering, courage, conflict, and vivid detail
that I sometimes thinks he's working my side of the street - the world of
fiction." - John Grisham There is only one Wright Thompson. He is, as
they say, famous if you know who he is: his work includes the most read
articles in the history of ESPN (and it's not even close) and has been
anthologized in the Best American Sports Writing series ten times, and
he counts John Grisham and Richard Ford among his ardent admirers
(see back of book). But to say his pieces are about sports, while true as
far as it goes, is like saying Larry McMurtry's Lonesome Dove is a book
about a cattle drive. Wright Thompson figures people out. He jimmies the
lock to the furnaces inside the people he profiles and does an analysis of
the fuel that fires their ambition. Whether it be Michael Jordan or Tiger
Woods or Pat Riley or Urban Meyer, he strips the away the self-serving
myths and fantasies to reveal his characters in full. There are fascinating
common denominators: it may not be the case that every single great
performer or coach had a complex relationship with his father, but it can
sure seem that way. And there is much marvelous local knowledge: about
specific sports, and times and places, and people. Ludicrously
entertaining and often powerfully moving, The Cost of These Dreams is
an ode to the reporter's art, and a celebration of true greatness and the
high price that it exacts.
The Phenomenon - Rick Ankiel 2017-04-18
A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Rick Ankiel had the talent to be one
of the best pitchers ever. Then, one day, he lost it. The Phenomenon is
the story of how St. Louis Cardinals prodigy Rick Ankiel lost his once-ina-generation ability to pitch--not due to an injury or a bolt of lightning,
but a mysterious anxiety condition widely known as "the Yips." It came
without warning, in the middle of a playoff game, with millions of people
watching. And it has never gone away. Yet the true test of Ankiel's
character came not on the mound, but in the long days and nights that
followed as he searched for a way to get back in the game. For four and a
half years, he fought the Yips with every arrow in his quiver:
psychotherapy, medication, deep-breathing exercises, self-help books,
and, eventually, vodka. And then, after reconsidering his whole life at the
age of twenty-five, Ankiel made an amazing turnaround: returning to the
Major Leagues as a hitter and playing seven successful seasons. This
book is an incredible story about a universal experience--pressure--and
what happened when a person on the brink had to make a choice about
who he was going to be.
Three Nights in August - Buzz Bissinger 2005
Chronicles a three-game series between baseball rivals, the St. Louis
Cardinals and Chicago Cubs, focusing particular attention on the stars of
the game--Albert Pujols, Sammy Sosa, Mark Prior, and Scott Rolen.
The Baseball Codes - Jason Turbow 2011-03-22
An insider’s look at baseball’s unwritten rules, explained with examples
from the game’s most fascinating characters and wildest historical
moments. Everyone knows that baseball is a game of intricate
regulations, but it turns out to be even more complicated than we realize.
All aspects of baseball—hitting, pitching, and baserunning—are affected
by the Code, a set of unwritten rules that governs the Major League
game. Some of these rules are openly discussed (don’t steal a base with a
big lead late in the game), while others are known only to a minority of
players (don’t cross between the catcher and the pitcher on the way to
the batter’s box). In The Baseball Codes, old-timers and all-time greats
share their insights into the game’s most hallowed—and least
known—traditions. For the learned and the casual baseball fan alike, the
result is illuminating and thoroughly entertaining. At the heart of this
book are incredible and often hilarious stories involving national heroes
(like Mickey Mantle and Willie Mays) and notorious headhunters (like
Bob Gibson and Don Drysdale) in a century-long series of confrontations
over respect, honor, and the soul of the game. With The Baseball Codes,
we see for the first time the game as it’s actually played, through the
eyes of the players on the field. With rollicking stories from the past and
new perspectives on baseball’s informal rulebook, The Baseball Codes is
a must for every fan.
Tales from the Dugout
- Mike Shannon 1998-02-01
Batter up--here comes the most memorable collection of anecdotes about
the national pastime ever assembled. Tales from the Dugout brings
together never-before-told stories from baseball personalities such as
Roger Maris, Ken Griffey Jr., Pete Rose, Phil Rizzuto, and Gaylord Perry
in this illustrated, one-of-a-kind compendium.
The Giants Win the Pennant! the Giants Win the Pennant! - Bobby
Thomson 2001-03
It's been called "The Shot Heard Round the World," the miracle home
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run hit by Bobby Thomson that won the National League pennant for the
Giants -- and is considered one of the most dramatic moments in baseball
history. Now, in his own words, Bobby Thomson tells the complete story
of that incredible event with fascinating details only he can provide.
You Can't Make This Up - Al Michaels 2014-11-18
In this highly entertaining and insightful memoir, one of television’s most
respected broadcasters interweaves the story of his life and career with
lively firsthand tales of some of the most thrilling events and fascinating
figures in modern sports. No sportscaster has covered more major
sporting events than Al Michaels. Over the course of his forty-plus year
career, he has logged more hours on live network television than any
other broadcaster in history, and is the only play-by-play commentator to
have covered all four major sports championships: the Super Bowl, World
Series, NBA Finals, and the Stanley Cup Final. He has also witnessed
first-hand some of the most memorable events in modern sports, and in
this highly personal and revealing account, brings them vividly to life.
Michaels shares never-before-told stories from his early years and his
rise to the top, covering some of the greatest moments of the past half
century—from the “Miracle on Ice”—the historic 1980 Olympic hockey
finals—to the earthquake that rocked the 1989 World Series. Some of the
greatest names on and off the field are here—Michael Jordan, Bill
Walton, Pete Rose, Bill Walsh, Peyton and Eli Manning, Brett Favre, John
Madden, Howard Cosell, Cris Collinsworth, and many, many more.
Forthright and down-to-earth, Michaels tells the truth as he sees it,
giving readers unique insight into the high drama, the colorful players,
and the heroes and occasional villains of an industry that has become a
vital part of modern culture.
Wildman - J. C. Geiger 2017-06-06
"How can a complete stranger know you better than the people you've
known your entire life?" Lance Hendricks is homeward bound, four
hundred highway miles from the best night of his life. There's an epic
graduation party brewing, his girlfriend will be there, and they've got a
private bedroom with their names on it. When his '93 Buick breaks down
in the middle of nowhere, Lance is sure he'll be back on the road in no
time. After all, he's the high school valedictorian. First chair trumpet
player. Scholarship winner. Nothing can stop Lance Hendricks. But
afternoon turns to night, and Lance ends up stranded at the Trainsong
Motel. The place feels ominous, even before there's a terrible car wreck
outside his room. When Lance rushes out to help, the townies take
notice. They call him Wildman, and an intriguing local girl asks him to
join in their nighttime adventures. He begins to live up to his new name.
As one day blurs into the next, Lance finds himself in a bar fight, jumping
a train, avoiding the police. Drifting farther from home and closer to a
girl who makes him feel a way he's never felt before—like himself. This
debut novel by a remarkable new talent explores the relationship
between identity and place, the power of being seen, and the speed at
which a well-planned life can change forever.
One Last Strike (Enhanced Edition) - Tony La Russa 2012-09-25
One Last Strike by legendary baseball manager Tony La Russa is a
thrilling sports comeback story. La Russa, the winner of four Manager of
the Year awards—who led his teams to six Pennant wins and three World
Series crowns—chronicles one of the most exciting end-of-season runs in
baseball history, revealing with fascinating behind-the-scenes details
how, under his expert management, the St. Louis Cardinals emerged
victorious in the 2011 World Series despite countless injuries, mishaps,
and roadblocks along the way. Talking candidly about the remarkable
season—and his All-Star players like Albert Pujols and David Freese—the
recently retired La Russa celebrates his fifty years in baseball, his team’s
amazing recovery from 10 ½ games back, and one final, unforgettable
championship in a book that no true baseball fan will want to miss.
The Mosquito Bowl - Buzz Bissinger 2022-09-13
Instant New York Times Bestseller “Buzz Bissinger’s Friday Night Lights
is an American classic. With The Mosquito Bowl, he is back with a true
story even more colorful and profound. This book too is destined to
become a classic. I devoured it.” — John Grisham An extraordinary,
untold story of the Second World War in the vein of Unbroken and The
Boys in the Boat, from the author of Friday Night Lights and Three
Nights in August. When the Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor, college
football was at the height of its popularity. As the nation geared up for
total war, one branch of the service dominated the aspirations of college
football stars: the United States Marine Corps. Which is why, on
Christmas Eve of 1944, when the 4th and 29th Marine regiments found
themselves in the middle of the Pacific Ocean training for what would be
the bloodiest battle of the war – the invasion of Okinawa—their ranks
included one of the greatest pools of football talent ever assembled:
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Former All Americans, captains from Wisconsin and Brown and Notre
Dame, and nearly twenty men who were either drafted or would
ultimately play in the NFL. When the trash-talking between the 4th and
29th over who had the better football team reached a fever pitch, it was
decided: The two regiments would play each other in a football game as
close to the real thing as you could get in the dirt and coral of
Guadalcanal. The bruising and bloody game that followed became known
as “The Mosquito Bowl.” Within a matter of months, 15 of the 65 players
in “The Mosquito Bowl” would be killed at Okinawa, by far the largest
number of American athletes ever to die in a single battle. The Mosquito
Bowl is the story of these brave and beautiful young men, those who
survived and those who did not. It is the story of the families and the
landscape that shaped them. It is a story of a far more innocent time in
both college athletics and the life of the country, and of the loss of that
innocence. Writing with the style and rigor that won him a Pulitzer Prize
and have made several of his books modern classics, Buzz Bissinger
takes us from the playing fields of America’s campuses where boys
played at being Marines, to the final time they were allowed to still be
boys on that field of dirt and coral, to the darkest and deadliest days that
followed at Okinawa.
Friday Night Lights - H. G. Bissinger 2005
Return once again to the enduring account of the Permian Panthers of
Odessa -- the winningest high school football team in Texas history.
Swing Kings - Jared Diamond 2020-03-31
"The best baseball book I’ve read in years." — Sam Walker • "An
exhilarating story of innovation." — Ben Reiter • "Swing Kings feels like
a spiritual successor to Moneyball." — Baseball Prospectus From the
Wall Street Journal’s national baseball writer, the captivating story of the
home run boom, following a group of players who rose from obscurity to
stardom and the rogue swing coaches who helped them usher the game
into a new age. We are in a historic era for the home run. The 2019
season saw the most homers ever, obliterating a record set just two
years before. It is a shift that has transformed the way the game is
played, contributing to more strikeouts, longer games, and what feels
like the logical conclusion of the analytics era. In Swing Kings, Wall
Street Journal national baseball writer Jared Diamond reveals that the
secret behind this unprecedented shift isn’t steroids or the stitching of
the baseballs, it’s the most elemental explanation of all: the swing. In this
lively narrative romp, he tracks a group of baseball’s biggest
stars—including Aaron Judge, J.D. Martinez, and Justin Turner—who
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remade their swings under the tutelage of a band of renegade coaches,
and remade the game in the process. These coaches, many of them
baseball washouts who have reinvented themselves as swing gurus, for
years were one of the game’s best-kept secrets. Among their ranks are a
swimming pool contractor, the owner of a billiards hall, and an ex-hippie
whose swing insights draw from surfing and the technique of Japanese
samurai. Now, as Diamond artfully charts, this motley cast has moved
from the baseball margins to its center of power. They are changing the
way hitting is taught to players of all ages, and major league clubs are
scrambling for their services, hiring them in record numbers as coaches
and consultants. And Diamond himself, whose baseball career ended in
high school, enlists the tutelage of each swing coach he profiles, with an
aim toward starring in the annual Boston-New York media game at
Yankee Stadium. Swing Kings is both a rollicking history of baseball’s
recent past and a deeply reported, character-driven account of a battle
between opponents as old as time: old and new, change and stasis, the
establishment and those who break from it. Jared Diamond has written a
masterful chronicle of America’s pastime at the crossroads.
Father's Day - Buzz Bissinger 2012-05-15
“Every father of a special needs child should read” this memoir by the #1
New York Times–bestselling author of Friday Night Lights (Temple
Grandin). Buzz Bissinger’s twins were born just three minutes apart, yet
life couldn’t have dealt them more different hands. Now grown, Gerry is
a graduate student at Penn, preparing to become a teacher. His twin
brother, Zach, has spent his life attending special schools. He’ll never
drive a car, or kiss a girl, or live by himself. He is a savant, challenged by
serious intellectual deficits but also blessed with rare talents: an
astonishing memory, a dazzling knack for navigation, and a reflexive
honesty that can make him both socially awkward and surprisingly wise.
Buzz realized that while he’d been an attentive father, he didn’t fully
understand what it was like to be Zach. So one summer night, the two hit
the road to revisit all the places they had lived together in Zach’s twentyfour years. Zach revels in his memories, and Buzz hopes the experience
will bring them closer and reveal to him the mysterious workings of his
son’s mind and heart. The trip becomes a personal journey for Buzz,
yielding revelations about his own parents, the price of ambition, and its
effect on his twins. As father and son journey from Philadelphia to Los
Angeles, they see the best and worst of America—and each other.
Ultimately, Buzz gains a new and uplifting wisdom, and with the help of
both of his twins, learns a vital lesson: Character transcends intellect.
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